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Spring Persistence -- A Running Start (Firstpress Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009

	Published with the developer in mind, firstPress technical briefs explore emerging technologies that have the potential to be critical for tomorrow's industry. Apress keeps developers one step ahead by presenting key information as early as possible in a PDF of 150 pages or less. Explore the future through Apress with Spring...
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Arduino Microcontroller Processing for Everyone! (Synthesis Lectures on Digital Circuits and Systems)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	This book is about the Arduino microcontroller and the Arduino concept. The visionary Arduino team of Massimo Banzi, David Cuartielles, Tom Igoe, Gianluca Martino, and David Mellis launched a new innovation in microcontroller hardware in 2005, the concept of open source hardware. Their approach was to openly share details of...
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Getting Started with SimulinkPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with Simulink with this hands-on, easy-to-read guide


	Overview

	
		Dig deep into Simulink
	
		No unnecessary theory - start modelling right away
	
		Complex concepts made easy through examples
	
		Packed with illustrations and detailed step-by-step...
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Raspberry Pi LED BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and test LED-based projects using the Raspberry Pi


	About This Book

	
		Implement real LED-based projects for Raspberry Pi
	
		Learn to interface various LED modules such as LEDs, 7-segment, 4-digits 7 segment, and dot matrix to Raspberry Pi
	
		Get hands-on experience by...
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Professional Java Native Interfaces with SWT/JFace (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Eclipse is an open source  universal tool platform, dedicated to providing a robust, full-featured industry  platform for the development of highly integrated tools. With millions of  downloads, Eclipse becomes more and more popular. One of the most important  common facilities provided by the Eclipse framework is the portable...
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Pro Silverlight 5 in VBApress, 2012


	Silverlight is a framework for building rich, browser-hosted applications that run on a variety of

	operating systems. Silverlight works its magic through a browser plug-in. When you surf to a web page

	that includes Silverlight content, this browser plug-in runs, executes the code, and renders that content

	in a specifically...
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Design for Embedded Image Processing on FPGAsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Dr Donald Bailey starts with introductory material considering the problem of embedded image processing, and how some of the issues may be solved using parallel hardware solutions. Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are introduced as a technology that provides flexible, fine-grained hardware that can readily exploit parallelism within...
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Android Apps SecurityApress, 2012

	Android Apps Security provides guiding principles for how to best design and develop Android apps with security in mind. It explores concepts that can be used to secure apps and how developers can use and incorporate these security features into their apps.

	

	This book will provide developers with the...
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Raspberry Pi for Python Programmers Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		Install your first operating system, share files over the network, and run programs remotely
	
		Construct robots and interface with your own circuits and purpose built add-ons, as well as adapt off-the-shelf household devices using this pragmatic guide
	
		Packed with clear,...
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Python Programming with the Java Class Libraries: A Tutorial for Building Web and Enterprise ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2002
Characterized by ease of use, richness of expression, and  concise syntax, Python has remained a premier programming language for more than  a decade, and is used by novices and professionals alike. In particular, its  close relationship to Java(TM) makes the two languages, when used in  combination, ideal for Web and distributed...
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Data and Computer Communications: Networking and InternetworkingCRC Press, 2001
Hura and Singhal discuss all the complex issues involved in networking and provide an excellent resource for practitioners and instruction for students. They offer a comprehensive treatment …
 -CHOICE, October 2001, Vol. 39 No. 2

This book covers a vast area of communications technology in 1,140 pages. It is aimed at...
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The Verilog PLI Handbook: A User's Guide  and Comprehensive Reference on the Verilog Programming Language InterfaceSpringer, 2002
The Verilog Programming Language Interface is a powerful feature of the Verilog standard. Through this interface, a Verilog simulator can be customized to perform virtually any engineering task desired, such as adding custom design debug utilities, adding proprietary file read/write utilities, and interfacing bus functional C language models to a...
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